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The Qing Dynasty was the last of the conquest dynasties to rule China. Its rulers,
Manchus from the north, held power for three centuries despite major cultural
and ideological differences with the Han majority. In this book, Evelyn Rawski reinterprets the remarkable success of this dynasty, arguing that it derived not from
the assimilation of the dominant Chinese culture but rather from an artful
synthesis of Manchu leadership styles with Han Chinese policies.
She has come a long way. Orphaned, born a weakling, and being the infamous
good-for-nothing of Azure Dragon Country. Gu Ruoyun was the shame of the
proud Gu household. Falsely accused of a crime she did not commit, she was
betrayed by her family and beaten to death by her own grandfather. But life took
a fateful twist on that very day ¡ª she was revived. Newly awakened, she is now
the Master of an ancient treasure that resides within her body. Precious
cultivation pills, treasures beyond her wildest imagination and spiritual beasts, all
within her grasp... She is the apple of the eye of all under the heavens, including
that of a mysterious, handsome man. Now she only has one goal ¡ª to conquer
the world.
The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) is the largest and one of the most
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powerful, political organizations in the world today, which has played a crucial
role in initiating most of the major reforms of the past three decades in China.
China’s rapid rise has enabled the CCP to extend its influence throughout the
globe, but the West remains uncertain whether the CCP will survive China’s
ongoing socio-economic transformation and become a democratic country. With
rapid socio-economic transformation, the CCP has itself experienced drastic
changes. Zheng Yongnian argues that whilst the concept of political party in
China was imported, the CCP is a Chinese cultural product: it is an entirely
different breed of political party from those in the West - an organizational
emperor, wielding its power in a similar way to Chinese emperors of the past.
Using social and political theory, this book examines the CCP’s transformation in
the reform era, and how it is now struggling to maintain the continuing domination
of its imperial power. The author argues that the CCP has managed these
changes as a proactive player throughout, and that the nature of the CCP implies
that as long as the party is transforming itself in accordance to socio-economic
changes, the structure of party dominion over the state and society will not be
allowed to change.
Cover Flap By 1081 the Conqueror rarely visits England. Norman knights are no
longer interested in that cold kingdom because there are better prospects on the
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continent. Robert of Guiscard, the Norman duke of the southern half of Italy, is
invading Byzantine Illyria (now Albania). Normans are flocking to him eager for a
share in the rich spoils expected from sacking wealthy and civilized Byzantine
cities. An unexpected consequence of this invasion was the last great battle of
Anglo-Danish lords against the Normans. This battle was fought not in England,
but in Dyrrhachium near what is now Durres, Albania. It was a huge battle and
pivotal not just to the history of Britain, but to the history of Venice, Europe, and
the Middle East. By 1104, while King Henry is creating a stable and peaceful
economy in England, Normandy is being shredded by the vicious Norman barons
who have been exiled by Henry. Raynar converts a Norse style longship into a
Venetian style galley to help Henry cross to Normandy. About the Author Skye
Smith is my pen name. My ancestors were miners and shepherds near Castleton
in the Peaks District of Derbyshire. I have been told by some readers that this
series reminds them of Bernard Cornwell’s historical novels, and have always
been delighted by the comparison. This is the eleventh of my Hoodsman series
of books, and you should read the first “Killing Kings” before you read this book.
All of the books contain two timelines linked by characters and places. The
“current” story is set in the era of King Henry I in the 1100’s, while the longer
“flashback” story is set in the era of King William I after 1066. I have selfPage 3/25
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published twelve “The Hoodsman” historical-adventure novels and one
Companion reference book for the series: # - SubTitle William I Timeline Henry I
Timeline 1. Killing Kings 1066 killing King Harald of Norway (Battle of Stamford
Bridge) 1100 killing King William II of England. Henry claims the throne. 2.
Hunting Kings 1066 hunting the Conqueror (Battle of Hastings Road) 1100
hunting Henry I (Coronation Charter) 3. Frisians of the Fens 1067/68 rebellions.
Edgar Aetheling flees north with Margaret. 1100 amnesty and peace. Henry
recruits English bowmen. 4. Saving Princesses 1068/69 rebellions. Margaret
weds Scotland (Battle of Durham) 1100/01 Edith of Scotland weds Henry (Battle
of Alton) 5. Blackstone Edge 1069/70 rebellions (The Harrowing of the North)
1101 peace while the economy is saved from the bankers 6. Ely Wakes 1070/71
Frisian rebellion (Battles of Ely and Cassel) 1101 Henry collects allies. Mary of
Scotland weds Boulogne. 7. Courtesans and Exiles 1072/74 English lords flee
abroad (Battle of Montreuil, Edgar surrenders) 1102 Henry collects allies (the
honour of Boulogne) 8. The Revolt of the Earls 1075/76 Earls revolt (Battles of
Worchester and Fagaduna) 1102 Earls revolt (Battles of Arundel, Bridgnorth,
Shropshire) 9. Forest Law 1076/79 fighting Normans in France (London Burned,
Battle of Gerberoi) 1103 fighting Normans in Cornwall (Battle of Tamara Sound)
10. Queens and Widows 1079/81 rebellions (Gateshead, Judith of Lens) 1103
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Edith made Regent (Force 5 Hurricane) 11. Popes and Emperors 1081 Normans
slaughter English exiles (Battle of Dyrrhachium) 1104 Henry visits Normandy
(Duchy run by warlords) 12. The Second Invasion 1082/85 power vacuum,
peaceful anarchy (Regent Odo arrested enroute to Rome) 1085/87 Re-invasion
and Harrowing of all England (Battle of Mantes, Conqueror dies) 1104/05 Henry
invades Normandy twice (Battle of Tinchebray) Other Novels By The Same
Author: The Pistoleer – 9 historical adventures set in the English Civil War.
Maya’s Aura – 8 new age adventures while tripping around the world. Knut –
many historical adventures set in the Viking Era.
Evolving from a patrician domus, the emperor's residence on the Palatine
became the centre of the state administration. Elaborate ceremonial regulated
access to the imperial family, creating a system of privilege which strengthened
the centralised power. Constantine followed the same model in his new capital,
under a Christian veneer. The divine attributes of the imperial office were
refashioned, with the emperor as God's representative. The palace was an
imitation of heaven. Following the loss of the empire in the West and the Near
East, the Palace in Constantinople was preserved– subject to the transition from
Late Antique to Mediaeval conditions – until the Fourth Crusade, attracting the
attention of Visgothic, Lombard, Merovingian, Carolingian, Norman and Muslim
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rulers. Renaissance princes later drew inspiration for their residences directly
from ancient ruins and Roman literature, but there was also contact with the Late
Byzantine court. Finally, in the age of Absolutism the palace became again an
instrument of power in vast centralised states, with renewed interest in Roman
and Byzantine ceremonial. Spanning the broadest chronological and
geographical limits of the Roman imperial tradition, from the Principate to the
Ottoman empire, the papers in the volume treat various aspects of palace
architecture, art and ceremonial.
An enforcer wanted dead for crimes she didn’t commit... An assassin wanted
dead for crimes he did commit… Normally, they would be enemies, but they both
seek the same thing: exoneration. Unfortunately, a nefarious underground
organization is attempting to kill the one man who could grant it to them, the
emperor. If they want to win their freedom, they’ll have to battle powerful
wizards, outscheme master schemers, and defeat bloodthirsty monsters, all while
dodging friendly fire and evading the law. Exoneration isn’t easy. This boxed set
includes the first three novels in this high fantasy adventure series: The
Emperor’s Edge, Dark Currents, and Deadly Games. The books are
recommended for fans of epic fantasy, sword & sorcery, and steampunk.
As absolute as Hitler's control over the German war machine was, it depended
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on the ability, judgment and unquestioning loyalty of the senior officers charged
with putting his ideas, however difficult, into effect.Top military historian James
Lucas examines the stories of fourteen of these men: all of different rank, from
varied backgrounds, and highly awarded, they exemplify German military
prowess at its most dangerous. Among his subjects are Eduard Dietl, the
commander of German forces in Norway and Eastern Europe; Werner Kampf,
one of the most successful Panzer commanders of the war; and Kurt Meyer,
commander of the Hitler Youth Division and one of Germany's youngest general
officers.The author, one of the leading experts on all aspects of German military
conduct of the Second World War, offers the reader a rare look into the nature of
the German Army a curious mix of individual strength, petty officialdom and
pragmatic action.
Few institutions are as well suited as the monarchy to provide a window on
postwar Japan. The monarchy, which is also a family, has been significant both
as a political and as a cultural institution. This comprehensive study analyzes
numerous issues, including the role of individual emperors in shaping the
institution, the manner in which the emperor’s constitutional position as symbol
has been interpreted, the emperor’s intersection with politics through ministerial
briefings, memories of Hirohito’s wartime role, nationalistic movements in
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support of Foundation Day and the reign-name system, and the remaking of the
once sacrosanct throne into a "monarchy of the masses" embedded in the
postwar culture of democracy. The author stresses the monarchy’s
"postwarness," rather than its traditionality.
The compilation of the Complete Library of the Four Treasuries (Ssu-k'u ch'üanshu) was one of the most ambitious intellectual projects of the Ch'ing dynasty.
Initiated by imperial command in 1772, the project sought to evaluate, edit, and
reproduce the finest Chinese writings in the four traditional categories: Confucian
classics, histories, philosophy, and belles lettres. The final products, created over
a twenty-two year period, were an annotated catalog of some ten thousand titles
and seven new manuscript libraries of nearly thirty-six hundred titles. The project
had its darker side as well, for together with the evaluation of books there
developed a campaign of censorship and proscription. Guy's study gives a
balanced account of the project and its significance. Dozens of celebrated
Chinese scholars willingly participated in the project, though it was sponsored by
the Manchu emperor, and Guy explains their reasons for doing so. He also
reconsiders the issue of censorship, arguing that it grew as much from tensions
and jealousies within the intellectual elite as from imperial command. Guy's work
will be useful to all those interested in the relationship between intellectuals and
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the state in late imperial China.
Eunuch and Emperor in the Great Age of Qing Rule offers a new interpretation of
eunuchs and their connection to imperial rule in the first century and a half of the
Qing dynasty (1644–1800). This period encompassed the reigns of three of
China’s most important emperors, men who were deeply affected by the great
eunuch corruption of the fallen Ming dynasty. In this groundbreaking and deeply
researched book, the author explores how Qing emperors sought to prevent a
return of the harmful excesses of eunuchs and how eunuchs flourished in the
face of the restrictions imposed upon them. We meet powerful eunuchs who
faithfully served, and in some cases ultimately betrayed, their emperors. We also
meet ordinary eunuchs whose lives, punctuated by dramas large and small,
provide a fascinating perspective on the Qing palace world.
In this book, McEvoy addresses the remarkable phenomenon of the Roman childemperor. During the late fourth century the emperor Valentinian I took the novel
step of declaring his eight year old son Gratian as his co-Augustus. Valentinian
I's actions set a vital precedent: over the following decades, the Roman West
was to witness the accessions of four year old Valentinian II, ten year old
Honorius, and six year old Valentinian III.Even thoughthey were sons of
emperors, the survival of their rule at the time of accession entailed vital support
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from both the aristocracy and the military of the state. Tracing both the course of
theirfrequently tumultuous and lengthy reigns, the book looks at the way in which
the sophistication of the Roman system of government made their accessions
possible. It also highlights how such reigns allowed for individual generals to
dominate the Roman state as imperial guardians, and the struggles which
ensued upon a child-emperor reaching adulthood and seeking to take up
functions which had long been delegated during his childhood.
Dara Shukoh was the heir-apparent to the Mughal throne in 1659, when he was
executed by his brother Aurangzeb. Today Dara is lionized in South Asia, while
Aurangzeb, who presided over the beginnings of imperial disintegration, is
scorned. Supriya Gandhi’s nuanced biography asks whether the story really
would have been different with Dara in power.
The overall objective is to establish the context of Plutarch's work in the society
and the historical circumstances for which it was written.
China has become the powerhouse of the world economy and home to 1 in 5 of
the world's population, yet we know almost nothing of the people who lead it.
How does one become the leader of the world's newest superpower? And who
holds the real power in the Chinese system? In The New Emperors, the noted
China expert Kerry Brown journeys deep into the heart of the secretive
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Communist Party. China's system might have its roots in peasant rebellion but it
is now firmly under the control of a power-conscious Beijing elite, almost half of
whose members are related directly to former senior Party leaders. Brown
reveals the intrigue and scandal surrounding the internal battle raging between
two China's: one founded by Mao on Communist principles, and a modern China
in which 'to get rich is glorious'. At the centre of it all sits the latest Party
Secretary, Xi Jinping - the son of a revolutionary, with links both to big business
and to the People's Liberation Army. His rise to power is symbolic of the new
emperors leading the world's next superpower.
With The Emperor and the Army in the Later Roman Empire, AD 235–395 Mark
Hebblewhite offers the first study solely dedicated to examining the nature of the
relationship between the emperor and his army in the politically and militarily
volatile later Roman Empire. Bringing together a wide range of available literary,
epigraphic and numismatic evidence he demonstrates that emperors of the
period considered the army to be the key institution they had to mollify in order to
retain power and consequently employed a range of strategies to keep the troops
loyal to their cause. Key to these efforts were imperial attempts to project the
emperor as a worthy general (imperator) and a generous provider of military pay
and benefits. Also important were the honorific and symbolic gestures each
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emperor made to the army in order to convince them that they and the empire
could only prosper under his rule.
Contested Monarchy offers a fresh survey of the role of the Roman monarch in a
period of significant and enduring change.
The Galaxy Defenders is a group that helps the Galactic Government protect the known
universe. However, the members of the Defenders have their hands full when a few
powerful Empires come to power From the destruction of the gigantic Planet Blasters to
the the final battle at Capital Planet, this book tells of the early struggles of the Galaxy
Defenders to defend the Galactic Government and the known universe.
The present collection was written to commemorate the third centenary of the death of
the Portuguese Jesuit, Tomás Pereira (1645–1708). Dealing with some of the most
decisive and controversial moments in the history of the Jesuit mission in China during
the Kangxi era (1662–1722), these essays were produced by an international team of
scholars and cover a wide range of topics that reflect a permanent academic interest, in
Europe and America as well as in China, in the history of the Catholic mission in China,
Sino-Russian diplomacy, the history of Western science and music in China,
intercultural history, and history of art. While the names of such missionaries as Matteo
Ricci, Adam Schall and Ferdinand Verbiest are well known, Pereira has been relatively
neglected, and this volume seeks to redress that imbalance. Pereira was important as a
musician and diplomat and was closer to the Kangxi emperor than any other
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Westerner, something that enabled him to exert considerable influence for the
protection of the Chinese Christians and also to further the interests of Portugal in
China. However, towards the end of his life he saw his efforts undermined by the
damaging consequences of the papal legation to China led by Charles-Thomas Maillard
de Tournon.
Traces Napoleon's rise to power, early mistakes, and military campaigns, while
considering the emperor's darker side and the lengths to which he went to establish
himself as a legitimate ruler.
In the days of the Roman Empire, the emperor was considered not only the ruler of the
state, but also its supreme legal authority, fulfilling the multiple roles of supreme court,
legislator, and administrator. The Emperor of Law explores how the emperor came to
assume the mantle of a judge, beginning with Augustus, the first emperor, and
spanning the years leading up to Caracalla and the Severan dynasty. While earlier
studies have attempted to explain this change either through legislation or behaviour,
this volume undertakes a novel analysis of the gradual expansion and elaboration of
the emperor's adjudication and jurisdiction: by analysing the process through historical
narratives, it argues that the emergence of imperial adjudication was a discourse that
involved not only the emperors, but also petitioners who sought their rulings, lawyers
who aided them, the senatorial elite, and the Roman historians and commentators who
described it. Stories of emperors settling lawsuits and demonstrating their power
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through law, including those depicting 'mad' emperors engaging in violent repressions,
played an important part in creating a shared conviction that the emperor was indeed
the supreme judge alongside the empirical shift in the legal and political dynamic.
Imperial adjudication reflected equally the growth of imperial power during the
Principate and the centrality of the emperor in public life, and constitutional legitimation
was thus created through the examples of previous actions - examples that historical
authors did much to shape. Aimed at readers of classics, Roman law, and ancient
history, The Emperor of Law offers a fundamental reinterpretation of the much debated
problem of the advent of imperial supremacy in law that illuminates the importance of
narrative studies to the field of legal history.
The Roman History of Cassius Dio provides one of the most important continuous
narratives of the early Roman empire, spanning the inception of the Principate under
Augustus to the turbulent years of the Severan Dynasty. It has been a major influence
on how scholars have thought about Roman imperial history, from the Byzantine period
down to the present day, as well as being a work of considerable literary sophistication
and merit. This book, the product of an international collaborative project, brings
together thirteen chapters written by scholars based in Europe, North America, and
Australia. They offer new approaches to Dio's representation of Roman emperors, their
courtiers, and key political constituencies such as the army and the people, as well as
the literary techniques he uses to illuminate his narrative, from speeches to wonder
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narratives.
Traditional Chinese edition of China scholar and Yale Professor Jonathan Spence's
Ts'ao Yin and the K'ang-hsi Emperor: Bondservant and Master. Spence recounts the
relationship between Cao Yin, the author of the Chinese classic Dream of the Red
Chamber, and the imperial Qing court under Emperor Kangxi. It's a fascinating look at
the social and political structure and events of the late 17 and early 18th century China.
In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai
Fong Books, Inc.
Imagining Emperors in the Later Roman Empire>/i> offers new critical analysis of the
textual depictions of a series of emperors in the fourth century within overlapping
historical, religious and literary contexts
Forced to come into a world of martial arts, if it were not a mysterious weapon with him,
it would be difficult for him to survive. His body was instantly destroyed because of a
sneak attack by a friend when they were deep in the predicament, and his soul traveled
through time and space to a world-respected by martial arts . The strong men and
denominations here are as much as trees in forests. He was humble at first and found it
difficult to adapt. But there must be a reversal in desperation. When his soul fled, he
accidentally took away a weapon with a mysterious power. With this weapon, he
practiced faster than others and his martial arts were also stronger. Even becoming an
imperial emperor is no longer whimsical. ?About the Author? Hei Pao Lao Zu, an
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outstanding online novelist. He is especially good at fantasy novels. His novels are rich
in twists and turns and are welcomed by most readers.
This is the only fully illustrated military life of the Emperor Publius Licinius Egnatius
Gallienus (253-268). Considered the most blatantly military man of all of the soldier
emperors of the third century, Gallienus is the emperor in Harry Sidebottom’s bestselling Warrior of Rome novels. Gallienus faced more simultaneous usurpations and
foreign invasions than any other emperor, but somehow he managed to survive. Dr.
Ilkka Syvanne explains how this was possible. It was largely thanks to the untiring
efforts of Gallienus that the Roman Empire survived for another 1,200 years. Gallienus
was a notorious libertarian, womanizer, and cross-dresser, but he was also a fearless
warrior, duellist and general all at the same time. This monograph explains why he was
loved by the soldiers,yet so intensely hated by some officers that they killed him in a
conspiracy. The year 2018 is the 1,800th anniversary of Gallienus’ date of birth and the
1,750th anniversary of his date of death. The Reign of Gallienus celebrates the life and
times of this great man.
Domitian, Emperor of Rome AD 81-96, has traditionally been portrayed as a tyrant and
his later years on the throne as a reign of terror'; his death bringing a restoration of
liberty and inaugurating the glorious rule of the five good emperors'. It is less well
known that he was an able, meticulous administrator, a reformer of the economy, with a
building programme designed to ensure that Rome not only was the capital of the world
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but looked like it as well. Brian Jones's biography of the emperor, the first ever in
English and the first in any language for nearly a century, offers a balanced
interpretation of the life of Domitian. In taking into account recent scholarship and new
epigraphic and archaeological discoveries, The Emperor Domitian proposes that
Domitian was a ruthless but efficient autocrat with a sound foreign policy, and rejects
the traditional view that dismisses him as a vicious tyrant. His harshness was felt by a
comparatively minute, but highly vocal section of the population, who included those
who wrote the history of his reign.; Brian Jones argues that his relationship with the
court rather than with the senate is central to understanding his policies and in
explaining his reputation. The book further challenges many of the assumptions
concerning Domitian's connection with the persecution of the early Christians. Domitian
remains one of the most important and intriguing of the Roman rulers. Roman
historians will have to take account of this new biography which in part represents a
rehabilitation of Domitian.
The path of destiny, the Heavenly Dao. The seal of memories, the seal of blood, just
who in the world would it be? The peak of power, the cruel test. Everyone was to be
killed, and the Heavenly Dao was to be executed. The hard training of the top powers in
this life was only for the sake of their dignity. The Heavenly Emperor was born, he was
built by the people of the imperial palace. Heaven and Earth were to be annihilated, and
the great Dao was to exterminate the Heavens! ?
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An illustrated history exploring the Imperial Roman army’s many facets, including
uniforms, weapons, buildings, and their duties. Compared to modern standard, the
Roman army of the Imperial era was surprisingly small. However, when assessed in
terms of their various tasks, they by far outstrip modern armies—acting not only as an
armed power of the state in external and internal conflicts, but also carrying out
functions nowadays performed by police, local government, customs, and tax
authorities, as well as constructing roads, ships, and buildings. With this volume,
Thomas Fischer presents a comprehensive and unique exploration of the Roman
military of the Imperial era. With over 600 illustrations, the costumes, weapons and
equipment of the Roman army are explored in detail using archaeological finds dating
from the late Republic to Late Antiquity, and from all over the Roman Empire. The
army’s buildings and fortifications are also featured. Finally, conflicts, border security,
weaponry, and artifacts are all compared, offering a look at the development of the
army through time. This work is intended for experts as well as to readers with a
general interest in Roman history. It is also a treasure-trove for re-enactment groups, as
it puts many common perceptions of the weaponry, equipment, and dress of the Roman
army to the test.
China was the most advanced country in the world when Huizong ascended the throne
in 1100 CE. Artistically gifted, he guided the Song Dynasty toward cultural greatness
but is known to posterity as a political failure who lost the throne to Jurchen invaders
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and died their prisoner. In this comprehensive biography, Patricia Ebrey corrects the
prevailing view of Huizong as decadent and negligent, recasting him as a ruler
ambitious in pursuing glory for his flourishing realm. After a rocky start trying to
overcome political animosities at court, Huizong turned his attention to the good he
could do. He greatly expanded the court's charitable ventures, founding schools,
hospitals, orphanages, and paupers' cemeteries. Surrounding himself with poets,
painters, and musicians, he built palaces, temples, and gardens of unsurpassed
splendor. Often overlooked, however, is the importance of Daoism in Huizong's life. He
treated spiritual masters with great deference, wrote scriptural commentaries, and
urged his subjects to adopt his beliefs and practices. This devotion to the Daoist vision
of sacred kingship eventually alienated the Confucian mainstream and compromised
Huizong's ability to govern. Ebrey's lively biography adds new dimensions of
understanding to a passionate, paradoxical ruler who, many centuries later, inspires
both admiration and disapproval.
Saionji Kinmochi was an aristocrat, a scholar and a progressive liberal politician who
twice occupied the highest political office in the nation and who, during three decades,
as adviser to three Emperors, coordinated and directed Japanese politics. His long life
encompassed the emergence of the modern Japanese state, the establishment of the
constitution, the integration of Japan into the inter-war, international community and the
creation, and subsequent erosion of the democratic process. The story of his twilight
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years chronicles the conflicts between the goals of liberalism and internationalism
which dominated Japanese politics in the 1920s and the right-wing militarism which
held sway in the years leading to the Pacific War. He was a central figure in the
turbulent, formative period of Japan’s political ideology.
Ferdinand III played a crucial role both in helping to end the Thirty Years' War and in reestablishing Habsburg sovereignty within his hereditary lands, and yet he remains one
of the most neglected of all Habsburg emperors. The underlying premise of Sacred
Music as Public Image for Holy Roman Emperor Ferdinand III is that Ferdinand's
accomplishments came not through diplomacy or strong leadership but primarily
through a skillful manipulation of the arts, through which he communicated important
messages to his subjects and secured their allegiance to the Catholic Church. An
important locus for cultural activity at court, especially as related to the Habsburgs'
political power, was the Emperor's public image. Ferdinand III offers a fascinating case
study in monarchical representation, for the war necessitated that he revise the image
he had cultivated at the beginning of his reign, that of a powerful, victorious warrior.
Weaver argues that by focusing on the patronage of sacred music (rather than the
more traditional visual and theatrical means of representation), Ferdinand III was able
to uphold his reputation as a pious Catholic reformer and subtly revise his triumphant
martial image without sacrificing his power, while also achieving his CounterReformation goal of unifying his hereditary lands under the Catholic church. Drawing
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upon recent methodological approaches to the representation of other early modern
monarchs, as well as upon the theory of confessionalization, this book places the
sacred vocal music composed by imperial musicians into the rich cultural, political, and
religious contexts of mid-seventeenth-century Central Europe. The book incorporates
dramatic productions such as opera, oratorio, and Jesuit drama (as well as works in
other media), but the primary focus is the more numerous and more frequently
performed Latin-texted paraliturgical genre of the motet, which has generally not been
considered by scholars as a vehicle for monarchical representation. By examining the
representation of this little-studied emperor during a crucial time in European history,
this book opens a window into the unique world view of the Habsburgs, allowing for a
previously untold narrative of the end of the Thirty Years' War as seen through the eyes
of this important ruling family.
With a critical eye aimed at earlier accounts of Constantine's life, the author aims to
provide the most comprehensive, authoritative and readable account of the Roman
emperor's extraordinary life.

Commodus is synonymous with debauchery and megalomania, best
remembered for fighting as a gladiator. Ridiculed and maligned by historians
since his own time, modern popular culture knows him as the patricidal villain in
Ridley Scott's Gladiator. Much of his infamy is clearly based on fact, but is this
the full story?John McHugh reviews the ancient evidence to present the first fullPage 21/25
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length biography of Commodus in English. His twelve-year reign is set in its
historical context, showing that the 'kingdom of gold' he supposedly inherited was
actually an empire devastated by plague and war. Openly autocratic, Commodus
compromised the privileges and vested interests of the senatorial clique, who
therefore plotted to murder him. Surviving repeated conspiracies only convinced
Commodus that he was under divine protection, increasingly identifying himself
as Hercules reincarnate. This and his antics in the arena allowed his senatorial
enemies to present Commodus as a mad tyrant to justify his murder, which they
finally succeeded in arranging by having him strangled by a wrestler.
Alexander Severus' is full of controversy and contradictions. He came to the
throne through the brutal murder of his cousin, Elagabalus, and was ultimately
assassinated himself. The years between were filled with regular uprisings and
rebellions, court intrigue (the Praetorian Guard slew their commander at the
Emperor's feet) and foreign invasion. Yet the ancient sources generally present
his reign as a golden age of just government, prosperity and religious tolerance
Not yet fourteen when he became emperor, Alexander was dominated by his
mother, Julia Mammaea and advisors like the historian, Cassius Dio. In the
military field, he successfully checked the aggressive Sassanid Persians but
some sources see his Persian campaign as a costly failure marked by mutiny
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and reverses that weakened the army. When Germanic and Sarmatian tribes
crossed the Rhine and Danube frontiers in 234, Alexander took the field against
them but when he attempted to negotiate to buy time, his soldiers perceived him
as weak, assassinated him and replaced him with the soldier Maximinus Thrax.
John McHugh reassesses this fascinating emperor in detail.
The Emperor John II Komnenos (1118–1143) has been overshadowed by both
his father Alexios I and his son Manuel I. Written sources have not left us much
evidence regarding his reign, although authors agree that he was an excellent
emperor. However, the period witnessed territorial expansion in Asia Minor as
well as the construction of the most important monastic complex of twelfthcentury Constantinople. What else do we know about John’s rule and its period?
This volume opens up new perspectives on John’s reign and clearly
demonstrates that many innovations generally attributed to the genius of Manuel
Komnenos had already been fostered during the reign of the second great
Komnenos. Leading experts on twelfth-century Byzantium (Jeffreys, Magdalino,
Ousterhout) are joined by representatives of a new generation of Byzantinists to
produce a timely and invaluable study of the unjustly neglected figure of John
Komnenos.
The wrong person was thrown into the snake den miserably, almost to the point
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of not leaving behind a corpse. He wanted to see how she would turn her hand
into the clouds, turn her hand into rain, return those who laughed at him,
humiliate him, bully him, beat him, and slaughter him back! Everyone knew that
he was a king that looked down upon the heavens. His killing skills were decisive
and ruthless, yet he was like a ladle of weak water to her. Only she knew that this
scheming prince was a big tail wolf who only knew how to crawl out of bed every
day! Can you keep your distance? " A certain girl slammed the table and jumped
up, gritting her teeth. When a certain prince heard this, he raised his eyebrows
and forcefully approached, overturning his usual aloof and sexy voice: "I can't do
it from a distance. How about, you try getting close with your husband?"
The Singapore Perspectives series is a yearly publication that provides critical
analysis of emerging trends and issues Singapore faces in terms of social,
economic and political development. It is a quick and essential reference for
understanding the broad policy discussions that animate thought leaders, policymakers and the public in the country during the immediate period or that are
likely to do so in the short and medium term. In this volume, contributors take an
in-depth look at four topics of pertinent interest to Singapore's mid- to long-term
future and offer some radical ideas for Singaporeans' consideration. They are:
Can Singaporeans Afford a High-Cost Singapore?; Can Singaporeans Remain
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Rooted?; Can Singapore Preserve Its Hub Status?; Can Government Do Less,
and Singaporeans More? Contributors include Member of Parliament Inderjit
Singh, playwright and law academic Eleanor Wong and former president of the
Law Society of Singapore Philip Jeyaretnam. Co-published by the think-tank, the
Institute of Policy Studies, Singapore, this is a useful publication for those with an
interest in understanding the governance challenges facing a small, highly
globalised economy and nation-state, or those who want a quick feel of the pulse
of Singapore.
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